Waiting List Agreement
Phone: 309-231-5567
Email: allissfrenchbulldogs@gmail.com

1) A $200 deposit is required to be placed on our waiting list.
2) Buyer understands that all picks available to reserve are AFTER the breeder has made
their choice(s).
3) Buyer understands the picks are made in the order by which the deposits are received.
The Buyer is not entitled to a refund of any monies paid if the person who has a higher
pick than them (including the breeder/Seller) chooses the puppy the Buyer preferred.
Buyer agrees to select a puppy from those that are available at their turn.
4) Buyer understands that the Seller cannot guarantee any specific color (unless DNA
combination specifies a certain color is inevitable), color pattern, or amount of color will
be available in each litter. The Buyer is not entitled to a refund of any monies paid if they
do not want any of the pups available at their pick because of color or lack thereof. If the
Buyer chooses not to select a puppy from those that are available they may transfer their
deposit to another litter or puppy if available at that time.
5) The waiting list guarantees the Buyer’s place in line to choose a puppy from those that
are available for reservation at 7 weeks of age. If seller has chosen our picks this can be
sooner.
6) This deposit shall be applied toward the final deposit amount required at time of selection
age. Deposit in full must be received within 24 hours of choosing your puppy to reserve
or the next person in line will have the option to reserve that puppy if they so choose.*i.e.
– If the deposit on your puppy is $1,000 the $200 will be applied toward that amount. So,
you, the Buyer, will need to pay the balance of $800 to reserve your puppy.
7) Buyer understands that the Seller reserves the right to first and second pick(s) from all
litters. Available puppies to choose from will be all remaining pups AFTER Seller selects
their keeper(s). *We typically keep 1 pup from each litter.

9) Buyer understands that there will be NO REFUND of the $200 deposit for any reason
other than those listed in this contract.
10) Buyer agrees that they have read through Alliss French Bulldogs Contract and 1 year
Limited Health Guarantee (Located on our Contract page) prior to sending this deposit.
Buyer will be required to complete and sign this Guarantee at the time they choose their
puppy to reserve.
11) Buyer understands that the Seller has the right to cancel this contract for any reason at
any time. If Seller chooses to cancel the sale the Buyer’s deposit will be refunded.
12) Buyer agrees to complete the puppy application form prior to placing the waiting list
deposit.

Buyer completes highlighted areas only!
Buyer’s name:
Buyer’s address:
Buyer’s phone number & email address:
Buyer’s signature (By signing you affirm that you understand and agree to all terms listed
herein)
Date deposit received:
Buyer prefers: Male / Female / Doesn’t matter
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Additional Notes:

